
Commercial Air Distribution Products

Diffusers 

3 Cone
DF3  standard
DA3  adjustable

4 Cone
DF4  standard
DA4  adjustable

Plaque
ISO  architectural

Perf Face
PSM     round collar
PSML  round collar & louvers
PSI        R6 molded fiberglass
PSIL     R6 molded fiberglass & louvers

Ceiling Returns

Eggcrate Lay-in
ERN
ERT
ERTF
ERU

core only
square collar
square collar, filter support
square collar, narrow frame

ERM
ERMF
ERI
ERIF

round collar
round collar, filter support
R6 molded fiberglass
R6 insulated, filter support

Perf Face
PRTF
PRM
PRMF
PRI
PRIF

square collar, filter support
round collar
round collar, filter support
R6 molded fiberglass
R6 insulated, filter support

Lanced Face
LRTF
LRMF
LRIF

*all with filter support

square collar*
round collar*
R6 insulated*

Grilles    new!

GRT T-bar aluminum return grille

Architectural Linears Grilles & Registers

Linear Slot Diffusers
ALS
ALSMC

All aluminum
Fully adjustable pattern control and volume damper
Exclusive concealed fastening design for quick install

diffusers and returns
mitered corners for ALS products

Linear Bar Grilles
ALB
ALBMC

All aluminum, various models and finishes available

linear bar grilles and registers
mitered corners for ALB products

Accessories
PF
N4
NBD
NBI
NTSR

plaster frame
OBD for round collars
pie shape baffle
ISO-specific baffle
square-to-round transition

Curved Blades
GCA1
GCA2

External blades, all aluminum

1 way, adjustable blades
2 way, adjustable blades

Double Deflection
GAA2
GSA2

Adjustable blades
Horizontal or vertical face

aluminum
steel

45˚ Fixed Blades
GAA4
GSA4

Adjustable blades
Horizontal or vertical face

aluminum
steel

Single Deflection
GAA1
GSA1

Adjustable blades
Horizontal or vertical face

aluminum
steel

Accessories
N7 opposed blade dampers for rectagular collars

www.airvector-hvac.com

Recessed blades, all aluminum, Airvector® Prime line

GCR1
GCR2
GCR4
GCR5

1 way, adjustable blades
2 way, adjustable blades
1 way, fixed blades
2 way, fixed bladesex
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Eggcrate
ERE aluminum
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Distributed by:

Airvector® products are manufactured by Alfa 
Mega Inc., a family owned business based in 
Montreal, Canada. We are proud to offer quality 
products with many exclusive features.

It is however our exceptional level of service that 
makes us so unique. From customer service to 
production, we will always do our best to 
become and remain your most dependable 
supplier of Grilles, Registers and Diffusers.

If you already dealt with us you know what we’re 
talking about. If not, it might be time for you to 
try us out!

Discover Airvector®

We use powder 
coated painting on 
all our products to 
ensure scratch 
resistance and the 
best quality finish.

Alfa Mega Inc.
5600 Ferrier
Mont-Royal, Qc, Canada  H4P 1M7
Toll Free:   1-877-MYAIRVECTOR
Phone:   (514) 345-6320
Fax:         (514) 345-6321
http://www.airvector-hvac.com
info@airvector-hvac.com

a division of Alfa Mega Inc.

Premium Services

You need a few grilles of that specific dimension 
nobody would stock... and you need it Yesterday? 

Benefit from our Premium Services program… 
We will manufacture the products within 3 or 5 
business days… that’s if our outstanding 
standard lead time of one to two weeks isn’t 
enough.

Some Exclusive Features

Truly Dependable

Linear Slot Diffusers
Save precious installation time with our exclusive 
concealed fastening method.

Also, our pattern control damper offers a 
performance equivalent to the well-known ‘ice 
tongue’ while allowing much more flexibility in 
air flow adjustment.

GSA
Our steel grilles are in fact a hybrid model. This 
Airvector® exclusive design combines the beauty 
and rust resistance of the aluminum frame with 
the rigidity of steel fins, resulting in a 
cost-efficient and appealing product.

And More...
Ship and stock diffusers with 1” collar and pull it 
out to 3” before installation. Our Telescopic Collar 
option is cost-efficient and convenient.

Our exclusive NBI baffles for Plaque Diffusers 
offer better performance, light speed installation 
and flexibility like no other baffles on the market.

Save time and money, thanks to our ceiling filter 
returns with round collars.

Interested in Curved Blade Grilles? Have a look at 
our exclusive GCR model with recessed blades.

Our unique Plaster Frame offers a brand new 
experience for installers.

Standard
mount

“Quick Tabs”
fast mount 

patent pending

Plaster Frame
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